ISOS Course
Developing your 'research brand'

Dr. Beate Scholz, Scholz-consulting training coaching

21 June 2017 | 9:30-17:00
Registration deadline: 29 May 2017

Information on funding and career developments for scientific careers as well as awareness on own strengths and interests are key factors for taking informed decisions on the way forward in academia. In this workshop you will learn to envision your research career and get to know tools to plan next steps accordingly. The workshop provides guidance in view of funding opportunities and takes your individual trajectories into account.

Elements are
| Self-positioning and looking ahead
| Typology of research funding and career development schemes
| Your current and future research profile

Dr. Beate Scholz has worked internationally as a strategy consultant, trainer, and coach since 2003. Until April 2008, she was a program director for research careers at the German Research Foundation. Her work focuses on research career development as well as on international research collaborations.

Voices from previous participants:
“This course gave me a deeper insight into my future scientific career.”

Venue: Leibnizstr. 1, room 105
ISOS candidates have priority in our courses.
Child care can be provided if we have two weeks advance notice.

Please register online at www.futureocean.org/isos